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Evaluation of Pulsed Laser Holograms of Flashing Sprays y Digital Image
Processing and Holographic Particle Image Qocimetry
0. Feldmann. P Gebhard F Mayinger. Lehrstuh A fr Thermodynamik. Technische 1-niversitdt
Alzinchen. 85747 Garching. Germany

ABSTRACT
This studv deals with the application of the pulsed laser holography and the digital image
processing in the analysis of flashing sprays. Both the information about the macroscopic
structures of a spray. such as the breakup-length and the spray-angle ad about its microscopic structures. such as the number, the size. and the location of the generated droplets
is stored three-dimensionally on a single pulsed hologram. In addition to that. the velocity
of the droplets can be obtained from double pulsed holograms. In every eperiment. two
holograms are taken, resulting in two three-dimensional reconstructions of the test section.
seen from different directions. These reconstructions are scanned bv video-cameras with
a small depth of field and subdivided into several two-dimensional images. These images
are digitized and binarized. and the information about the droplets depicted sharply on
each image is saved. In case of a double pulsed hologram. a Fourier-analysis based algorvthm. creates a search volume to detemine the droplets' second position and thus their
velocitv in each view. A stereomatching modulus correlates both views and determines
the position and/or the velocity of each droplet highly accurate. The applicability of the
employed holographic technique and the filtering and correlating moduh is proven by the
presented results.
Keywords: Holography. Flow Visualization. Particle Size. Phase llelocities. pray. Fln-shing
INTRODUCTION
ber the liquid is injected in. Injecting superheated
In many technical applications sprays play an im. liquid. its fragmentation is caused by both mechaportant part. Sprays can be formed'by:
nical forces and the growing of vapour bubbles in
the metastable part of the liquid veil. The pulsed
• mechanical disintegration of the liquid due to laser holography was applied to analyze the spray.
shear forces and induced turbulence.
In the last 15 years manv efforts have been ma• and thermodynamic disintegration by flashing de to evaluate pulsed laser holograms of particle
fields y applying techniques of the digital image
of the liquid.
processing A insight into this problem was preEspecially in the field of fuel injection and because sented by HAUSSMAN'N & LAVT.1tB0ftN 4 Appof safety aspects in process engineering the disin- lying the pulsed laser holography, the conditions in
tegration of a quid jet by flashing is an intere- the measuring volume during the very short expossting phenomenon. This paper reports on a study ure time are recorded three dimensionally on the
of sprays generated ky injecting subcooled or su- holographic plates. The holograms contain the inperheated liquid through flat spray pressure nozz- formation about macroscopic structures such as the
les. 'Superheated' in this case means that the liquid break up length and the spray angle of the liquid
temperature is higher than its saturation tempera- veil near the nozzle and Microscopic structures such
ture corresponding to the pressure in the test charn-
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as size. position and velocity of the droplets further
downstream. The recorded holograms can be reconstructed b means of a continuous laser beam
and analvsed anv time later. The holographic reconstructions can be observed directlv or with the
help of a microscope lense mounted on a videocamera. Te obtained images are delivered to an image
processinc, svstem.
The main problem appearing in the evaluation of
holograms consists in selecting and classifying wellfocussed particles while the videocamera scans the
three-dimensional holographic image. An aim of
this work is to describe a approach to evaluate
pulsed laser holograms of particle fields and to reconstruct the spray and its velocity field three dimensionally on a computer. In this study. two offa.xis olograms of sprays in an angle of 90' to each
other have therefore been recorded.
This paper presents two computer aided procedures to evaluate and reconstruct three dimensionallv
.
pulsed off-axis holograms of sprays (single and double pulsed holograms. respectively). They are based
on techniques of the digital image
0 processin 0 f1 P)
and particle imaging velocimetry (PR') integrated
iin a personal computer.
Using0 these procedures.
,iie operator is released from the situation of taking decisions iteractively durin". the evaluation
process. This allows a more efficient applicatio of
drop focussing and classifying criteria. resulting in
a substantial increase of the measurements' accuracy and an effective reduction of te time necesserv
to evaluate the holograms.

CT

Figure 1: Test facildy
of 300 mm and a height of 250 mm. The chamber
as designed for atmospheric pressure. The nozzle.
w
concentric with respect to the surrounding ai: flow.
can be moved axiallv to allow the observation of anv
section of the sprav. Downstream the test section.
the mture of air. test fluid and vapour is cooled
down in a heat exchanger. Te condensate is separated i a demister and collected. Measurements of
temperature and pressure at different points of interest in the facilitv are carried out bv conventional
thermocouples and pressure sensors monitored b a

personal computer.
THE HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE
The root of the word holography lies in te -reek
languagge and describes te ability of the method to
record the totalitv of te lialit
information scattered
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
n
The experiments were carried out in the test facili- by or reflecte o an object. namely the amplitude
or intensity and the phase distribution. A deeper
tv illustrated in Fig. 1. After being degased
b an .insight into this technique can be found in the lite0
ultrasonic treatment and bv boiline.
0 the test fluid rature (LEITH & 1UNkTNIENS 61. KIEMLE &: R6;,,
is stored in the pressurized reservoir. The pressure _1
can be varied bv means of nitrogen in te range of [ 5
0.1 to 2 1Pa- The liquid can be eated by three Recording of the holograms
electrical heaters of 12 0V each. From an outlet in The pulsed laser holography. applied in this work
the lower part of the vessel the fluid is led through represents one of the more suitable non itivasive
an oil heated heat exchanger for a fine adjustment measuring techniques TO study the transport pheof its temperature and then to the nozzle. The test nomena ie.g. eat ad mass transfer) in dispersed
,ection itself consists of a coflowing vertical wind transparent flows. Three dimensional pictures of
t U-Inei capable of providing air velocities up to 50 the whole volume of interest are taken. Due to the
- ad temperatures up to 6001C. In order to ma- very short exposure time of aout 30 n. even fast
ke te experimental chamber optically accessible. it moving particles are imaged sharply. In this stui: made of a -lass-octagon wit a inside diameter dy. two three dimensional imag s. perpendicular to
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each other. are tken. A scetch of the optical setup
is given in Fig. 2.
A pulsed ruby laser generating light pulses with an
energy of I Joule for the verv short time of 30 ns
is sed to record the holograms. This laser is operated either in single or in double pulse mode. In
single pulse mode the resulting holograms contain
macroscopic information about the geometry of the
spra.y. the break up of the liquid sheet. and microscopic data Eke the droplet diameter and spatial droplet distribution in the control volume. In addition
to that. the information of the droplets' velocities
and trajectories is obtained by operating the laser
in double pulse mode. In this case. two sucsessive
conditions of the spray are recorded on each holographic plate without any restriction to the depth
of the focus range. With the knowledge of the pulse
separation. which can be varied from to 00 ps.
and the measured distance between the two successive images of one droplet. the velocity of each
droplet is calculated. After being collimated b pas-
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Reconstruction of the holograms
The holograms are reconstructed by means of two
continous HeNe-Laser with a wavelength of 632 nM.
simulating the reference beams during their recording. By iuminating the holographic plates with
these continous laser beams. the real images of
the recorded scenes are formed three dimensionally.
The images are reconstructed simultaneously and
recorded b to Newicon TV-cameras. so that two
views of the spray perpendicular to each other are
obtained. They represent two three-dimensional 3D) images corresponding to one "frozen" scene of
the spray. as illustrated in Fig. 3. Because the
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gure which contains the whole optical information
and is stored on the holographic plate. Applying
this measuring technique. particles with a diameter
-reater than ten times the wavelength of the laser
fight are imaged sharply. It vields two 3-D images of
the spray. recorded simultaneously. without any restriction to the depth of focus range. The principal
features of this measuring technique are explained
more detailed in NAYINGE
7 CHAVEZ 2 and
GEBHAP.D (3].
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video camera onlv can take two-dimensional (2-D)
pictures. that is its optical plane. it must be fcussed stepwise along0 te depth coordinate in order
to record the entire 3-D information contained in
the holographic image. Therefore the test section
was devided into several subvolumes with the diniension of 4 x 4 x 2 nzw. corresponding to the
field of view and the depth of field of the observing cameras. In this manner. the 3-D olographic
reconstructions are transformed into a series of 2D video images.

n order to control the position of

the cameras each camera is mounted on a traversing
Figure 2

Optical setup of the holographiccmera

mechanism. which is controled by a computer. The

sing two lenses (DL. CL). the laser beam is split into

optical information contained in the reconstructed

two object beams and two reference beams in the

images is scanned b

te

video cameras and trans-

bank of beamsplitters (BS). The object beams are

mitted to the digitizer.

The signal is transformed

diverted at the mirrors in a way that they cross

into digital information and then stored in the digi-

the test section perpendicular to each other after

tizer frame inemorv in form of an arrav of 512 x 512

having been converted into diffuse light at a plate

picture elements (pixels) of

made of ground glass (Fig.

directlv connects the digitizer to the host compu-

2

Exiting the test

bits. A bus interface

section. the object beams faU perpendicularly on-

ter. The processing of the digitized picture is then

to the holographic plates. In contrast to that. the

carried out by the host computer using the digitizer

reference beams are directlv diverted to the hologra-

frame memorv interactively for pixel aocation In
order to visualize the information stored in the digitizer frame memory it produces a continuous RGB

phic plates. The superposition of the object beam
and the reference beam results in an interference fi-
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like te iiqui(l veil (E. above) or nly te srillailer
structures like te dropiers (E. below) Tese pro-
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Figure 3 Optical -;Ftup for thc reconstruction
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HOLOGRAINI EVALUATION

of

Oite of the principal problems appearing in te applicarion of pulsed laser holography consists i hand1111Z Te ar- aount of information stored in te
holograrns. Theoretically. holographic aterials are
;Mle 0 stor te iformation about position. tex!Ilrf, alld brightnes-i. of ore than 10-3 part:des per
,(piare
illimeter. Thort-h in tis
tud the droplet
cmiceviration Weeks Much
lower (less thai L drops
per (-iil)ic millimeterJ1. on ile
holograirl still call
colitai t
iformation aboiit osition. size. and
%-qocitv of tousands of (:roplets. Comprehensive
liecharacteristic ot lie roplets ad the
Ildie,; ot
Aitpractioii., wth teir -aseous environment neces'illflY require te
elp o computer-aided particle
comit.no
aiid inemurin-:D niethods.

redures are performed y tretching the histogram
ofthe Crey values of the image and te implication
of a threshold filter with values otained from that
histogram. A a resUlt. binary coloured images are
obtained. which re the basis for the following evaInation alaroritlinis. Din-in
h calibratioti of tile
optical system it ws ob,erved. tat
hit, radial nd
the tangential error of distortion of tile ued
icroobjective leiv;e-, iNikkott to.) r)ni) wn lss haii ow,
single
n pixel oil tile srface ofthe caniera chip. This
error was assunied to be tegligibiv small. A conio a m evaluation Iw
preliensive description
applying di-ritai ill;l-e processitig call e round ill
CH.VEZ & MAYIN(JER

Single pulsed holograms

sional 'v. both views ofthis condition have o be cor-

Reore-entativ

relaEed Te droplet., (;iffer i sizv and shaae bt
this feature-based matchia- is a weak citerio to

lor oientation. -file first modulus of the software
r;1111115forni te ori-inal ima&e (A). seen b te v-

correllate both views because of the fluence of te
illumination a
te vriation of te te droplets'
-hape
between
both
views. Generafly the experi,
ence shows. that ore than two views are eeled to

tes
of' he iniage rocessing are
71
pro?-ented exemplarily ill form of photographs in
Fia.
(CHAVEZ f2"). The ozzle is included for bet-

deocanier ito a binary image. Tis original image
D
ic reconstruction is smoothed B) and
treated with
--radienr filter iC1. Sharply imaged

(f

lic#.: rutted fron? a hologr(tphir tv.-consir-a-tioll

To reconstruc

te

recorded coalitio

tree &nieii-

de termine te particles' positions sufficiently accurate de to te larwe number of ambi-itities i Plivsical possible niatches) i t is feature based matching
criterion is applied.

are detected. eged ad filled. rinallY
filter? is binarized D). An additional tool in this
niodliftis ;Alows to analvse either te bia, structures A
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eprp,entntivr .4trps f iage prorex.,;iny

econd titodiiiiis of te

software ws dpveloped

to be able to perform the matching with only two
views. the stereomatching algorithm. It determines te droplets, positions in space from the binary
pictures b applying the focussing criterion. The
physical model used in the stereornatching process
ir illustrated in Fig. .5. As explained above. the
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Figure 5: Physical model of the stereomatching
depth coordinate of a droplet in one view is known
within the small range of the depth of field of the
observing camera. With the agreement of the Ycoordinate in both views. this is the second criterion
needed to determine the droplet's exact position in
the second view. The determination of the droplets'
positions is performed by a coordinate transformation having the knowlege of their Y-position and
the depth of the focussing plane of the observing
cameras. regardless of any feature-based criterion.
Double pulsed holograms
The information about the droplets' velocities ad
trajectories is obtained from double pulsed holograms. The holograms contain a conglomeration of
spot couples. Each couple represents one spray droplet imaged twice at two successive positions orresponding to the time interval ( - 80OAs) between

algorithm. The different steps of the evaluation of
double pulsed hologram by aplying te modul of
the routine VEL is iustrated in Fig. 6 Firstly
the image is binarized as described above. Wt no
regard the shape and with the assumptions that the
picture was obtained from a double pulsed holographic reconstruction. and that the depicted elements
(6A) represent droplets which are moving along the
Y-axis within a guessed angle of +45', the first modulus recognizes automatically the two postions of
each droplet. Firstly the coordinates of the spot
center points S1. S2. and the vectorial distance cl
between each two center points are calculated. The
vectorial distance a can be split into a distance d
and an angle
towards the vertical. Then a frequency analysis converts the spatial distribution of
3 into a normalized frequency distribution with the
maximum F,.,, used as a norm (6B). With the information of this preferential angle. a scond frequency analysis with the distanc d as the independent ariable is carried out (6C). The preferential
angle Ai. and the preferential distance dp appear as
peaks in the diagrams and form the mean velocity
This algorithm is applied to both views and an average velocity projected into the focal planes of the
cameras is obtained. Evaluating the mean velocities ; in both views. te real angle in space. called
3.. hich consists of an clinder coordinate
and
the angle , is calculated.
To get the real velocity in space. a second modulus
was developed for the subroutine VEL. Both the
the magnitude clp of with a tolerance of ±.Idp
and its corresponding angle , with the tolerance
Z
of -1--.3,0. which can be aried between 7 and 15' were incremented. The chosen tolerances aow strong
variations of the droplet trajectories. Using these variations the algorithm creates a search volume
to find the second position of a droplet (61)). Her-

ein Vi and )i are the real magnitude and direction
t lie two exposures to the laser light. In order to eVa- of the velocitv corresponding to the imaged posiluate the double pulsed images, a routine VEL was
developed. Its task is to identify the spot couples tions of the droplet. respectively. At least 75 of
the couples are detected and measured. aplying: the
frorn the pictures taken by each camera. to measure the distance between'the center points of the moduli of the subroutine VEL (6E). The trajectotwo images. and to compute the droplets' traiecto- ries obtained by applying both moduli of VEL for
the droplets of a spray generated bv a hollowed cone
ries related to the focussing plane of the observing
nozzle are shown in Fig. 7 This algorithm is highly
camera. without taking into account the particles reliable because of the found unidirectional flow of
off-plane velocity. The routine consists of two mthe droplets with respect to the analyzed volume.
duli: a spatial frequency analyzer and a measuring
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0.

Fj,-ure 6: The moduh of' the routine VEL
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A., a example of te applicability of e discussed
recordino and evaluation technique te results obtrained at a flat spray nozzle with an elliptic orifice
(mai as:
19 x .49 mm) are presented in the
fol-lowino. The injection pressure of the test fluid di-stilled. deaased water - ailed from 0025 to _q
-VPa ad trie temperature from 20'C (subcooled
liquid) up to 150'C (superheated with respect to
the pressure in the test autoclave of 0.1013 AlPa.

plari1v in Fi-.
for dfferent ijection conditions.
By means of tese images the two driving, mechanisnis of the clisinte--ration of a
liquid
'et can be explained: te sheer stress between the
J
I
liquid and the adjacent asous phase. and the lquid's evaporation. In case of a superheat of up
to 10 K. infinitesimal small transient sheer stresses
cause oscillations increasing in amplitude ong the
liquid veil. Tese oscillations lead to te separation of unstable ligaments disintegrating to staple

C;EBP.ARD [31).

droplets further downstream (A). At te,, low superheat te
activation ate of nucle is nt
high
C
enou-,h to have a noticeable influence on te
disinteoration pocess. Rising te
superheat eults in

IL

Mechanism of the disinte-ration
Holo-raphic reconstructions of a superheated inj.ecion jet lid teir
binarized images are shown exem-
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Figure 8: Influence of different injection conditions
on the pray.

The breakup length , i. e. the distance between
the nozzle and the breakup zone. is plotted against
the injecton pressure for different temperatures in
Fi-. 9A. Subcooled conditions are represented by
Figure 7 Trajectoriesof the droplets of a pray for- solid lines. superheated conditions are represented
0
bv dashed lines. For subcooled conditions. L. increnied in a hollowed cone nozzle
ases with the pressure. After reaching a maximum
Z

a higher activation rate of these heterogeit genera- it decreases again. The liquid is disintegrated due
to the sheer stress as explained above. By increated nuclei. These nuclei form growing vapour bubbles causing perforations in the veil. Due to surface sing the temperature the viscosity and the surface
tension forces. these perforations grow with the d
tension of the liquid is decreased. This results in
an increase of the breakup length. The appearance
stance from the nozzle. yielding in the separation of of sli-htiv superheated spray is similar to those of
limments. These ligaments disintegrate indepen- subcooled
0 . sprays. Increasing the pressure leads to
dentl 'v from the rernainig veil (B.C). If the super- a higher velocity and greater sheer stress. Therfore
beat exceeds 40K. the very high activation rate of the breakup len-th decreases in the hi,-h pressuthe nuclei results in an immediate Rash evaporation
0
0
of te liquid exiting the nozzle (D.E).
re range. In the range of app. 120 to 13011C. te
breakup length increases with the ijection pressure
Macroscopic Structures
because of the higher iitial velocity of the liquid.
The sape of the liquid veil is characterized by the Rising the temperature enhances the acivation rate
breakup length L_ and the spray angle a. It deter- of the nuclei. This vields in a decrease of the breakup length. If the injected liquid is highly superhearuines size. distribution. and velocity of the genera0 .
ted droplets. A spray can be subdivided into three ted. the veil disintegrates directly after exiting the
nozzle. In this case. the break-up length L. is not a
zones:
function of the pressure. The sprayangle a is depic• the continuous liquid veil zone. formed by the ted against the pressure for different temperatures
test fluid exiting the nozzle.
of the injected liquid in Fig. B. For subcooled injection (dashed lines). the spray angle a increases
• the break-up zone. where the veil is disintegra- with the injection pressure and reaches a borderline
ted and the droplets are -venerated.
asymptotically. The influence of te temperature
• and the droplet zone itself

on the spray angle is small for ijection pressures
up to 0.4 MPa and negligible for higher injection
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pressures. In contradiction to that the pray angle If subcooled or slightly superheated water is injected. the droplets' Sauter diameter strongly decrease
with a hiaher injection pressure. Increasing the inAso
. .
0
Jection pressure to mre than 0.6A1Pa only has a
7
small effect on the Sauter diameter of the genera:
W,,ted droplets. Raising the pressure results in a hig50
her velocity of the liquid and thus in higher inertial
;0 &
forces and sheer stresses on the veil ielding in its
40
5OPC
better disintegration. For higher temperatures in
VC
n:
C30
the subcooled region and for slightly superheated
20
13OPC
liquid. the size of the droplets decreases because of
0 1140*c
WC the lower viscosity of the liquid.
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Figure 10: Sauter diameter as a function of the inFigure 9 Breakup length and spray angle a a func- jection pressure at different temperatures of he test
tion of the injection pressure for different tempera- fluid.
tures of the test fluid.
For a superheat of more than 10 K. the generating
is higly depending on the temperature for superhea- of vapour bubbles becomes the dominating effect of
ted liquid. Higher injection temperatures cause an disintegrating the liquid veil. In the temperature
increase of the spray angle because of the enhanced range from app. 110 C to 130 IC the separatiactivation rate of the nuclei and thus the stronger on of ligaments from the veil can be observed In
flashing of the injected liquid.
this temperature range. the liquid sheet in the breakup zone and thus a separated ligament is thicker
Microscopic Structures
than the wavv sheet obtained by injecting subcooFrom the analysis of the macroscopic strutares of led water. This vields in an increase of the Sauter
the different sprays it can be drawn that for y in- diameter of the generated droplets. If the injected
jection condition the disintegration process is com- liquid is strongly superheated. the jet is flashed into
pleted at an a.-dal, distance of Y = 80mm from the test section. A fine spray with a small Sauter
the orifice. Therefore. the results of the analvsis diameter of the generated droplets is obtained. This
of the sprays' microscopic structures presented in effect can be enhanced by a further increase of the
the following refer to that Y-coordinate. The found liquid's temperature. In this temperature range.
diameter of the droplets is smmarized in form of the influence of the injection pressure on the Sauter
their Sauter Diameter as a function of the injecti- diameter is very low.
on pressure for d:fferent temperatures in Fig. 10. The radial distribution of the droplets' diameter
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80mm downstream the orifice is -ven in Fig.11 for
a injection pressure of 04 VfPa. As it can be seen.
the increase of the temperature of the liquid leads
to a more uniform distribution of he diameter.
0
'2W

and lose a higher percentage of their initial velocity
than the bigger droplets generated at low injection
pressures.
The velocity of the droplets of a superheated spray
were determined at an axial distance of 80 mm from
the nozzle. Thev are plotted - classified in two
diameter classes for four radial locations in Fig
13. Their velocitv decreases with the radial distan-
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In Fig. 12. the velocitY of subcooi,d J-t is plotted
against the a.dal distance froi te orifit--? for different injection pressures at a temperature of 501C.
The velocities were derived from tw ovaluation of
double pulsed holograms.
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Big droplets move faster than small dro-

plets because of their higher inertia. The average
velocity of the droplets is included in Fig. 13 in

Figure 12: Velocity of the liquid reil and the droplets form of a solid line to illustrate the loss of the velocity of the droplets compared to that of the liquid
of Fubcooled injetion jet.
veil.
The velocities of the liquid veil was determined by
measuring the displacement of specific characteristics in the veil. As it can be seen in Fig. 12.
the veil's velocity increases and its length decreases with the injection pressure. Its velocity is constant within 5 7
When the droplets are generated. their velocitv decreases with the axial distance
due to friction. The smaller droplets. generated at
high injection pressures. tend to slow down faster
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Accuracy
The main source of uncertainty of this measuring
technique was found to be the pixel representation of circular objects (droplets). especially if these
objects are represented b less than 10 pixels Gndependent of the absolute pixel size). The resolution
of the area measurement tool in the developed code
was set to pixels. resulting in the maximum error
of
% for areas with sizes between 6 and 40 pxels.
In this work. the sizes of the droplets' images ranged between 14 pxels (o 30.um) and 148 pxels (o
310 Aim) pixels. The error in imaging larger objects
or structures was found to be less than 1%.
The determination of the velocity of one droplet depends on the quality of the stereomatching and the
vield of the found couples. Due to the fact of taking
into account thousands of droplets. their mean velocitv can be calculated with the high accuracy of
-.59c,
CONCLUSION
In this study, a 3-dimensional particle imaging velocimetry technique is presented. which is based on
the evaluation of pulsed laser holograms. The large
amount of data. stored in a hologram, can be anaIvsed correctly without previous knowledge of the
flow in the measuring volume. The code works with
the high accuracy of ±% for the determination of
the droplets' sizes ad ±% for the determination
of their mean velocity. It can be integrated into a
simple digital image processing system with common digitizers 512x512 pixels. 8 bit depth). The
application of this technique allows to analyse both
macroscopic structures such as the dimension of the
liquid sheet and icroscopic structures such as the
droplets' sizes and velocities.
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